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Climate change is causing sea level rise, extreme heat, and stormwater 
flooding in Boston.

Communities of color and other socially vulnerable populations are 
disproportionately bearing the burden of the effects of climate change.

Buildings account for 70% of Boston’s greenhouse gas emissions. 

Our emissions are not decreasing fast enough.

We need to accelerate carbon reductions.



A history of climate planning and action
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A history of climate planning and action

DESIGNING FOR EQUITY

› Develop mechanisms to 
mitigate issues related to 
affordability, gentrification 
and displacement of 
low-income renters.



A Boston Green New Deal

“In this moment of tremendous urgency and opportunity, Boston must lead on a 
city Green New Deal. From the health and safety of our residents, to jobs and 
economic opportunity, to the vibrancy and livability of our neighborhoods, 
climate action is the foundation for our brightest future.”

     - Mayor Michelle Wu

“Our focus is taking decisive action now to support our climate, advance justice 
and bolster livability throughout the City of Boston for all of our residents.”

- GND Director Oliver Sellers-Garcia



Boston’s new low-carbon affordable housing is coming online

The Kenzi – Passive House certified; 
construction completion in 2023



Varied existing affordable housing requires varied approaches

Naturally occurring 
affordable housing
● No guarantee of long-term affordability
● Wider range of building typologies
● More varied ownership arrangements

vs.

Two family Triple Decker 12 packs Row houses Larger apartment buildings

Deed-restricted 
affordable housing
● Existing protections for affordability
● Displacement risk is minimized
● Complex financing scenarios

Acquisition Opportunity Program



The stick: Building Energy Reporting & Disclosure Ordinance

● 20,000+ sq ft or 15+ units

● Many pathways to achieve targets

● Flexibility is built in

● Community-based Review Board

● Equitable Emissions Investment 
Fund



The carrot: Funding Deep Energy Retrofits in affordable housing

● Aligns with BERDO: 15+ units

● Funds up to $50,000 per unit

● Prioritizes buildings in 
disproportionately impacted 
communities

● Preserves affordability and 
minimizes disruptions

● Supports equitable procurement



Piloting retrofits in smaller, owner-occupied affordable housing

● Focus on owner-occupied 2-4 unit 
buildings in disproportionately 
impacted communities

● Anti-displacement and 
affordability requirements

● Electrification can’t be the only 
step taken

● Building energy assessment → 
decarbonization roadmap

● Minimize disruptions to building 
residents at all stages
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